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ABSTRACT

are noisy, imprecise surrogates, and (2) modern switches and
routers now routinely provide a precise congestion signal:
The current occupancy of the buffers where the congestion
takes place. It’s time to start using this more accurate, direct
– and now readily available – congestion signal instead.
Packet loss and RTT are popular because they are measured at the end-host alone, fitting cleanly with the endto-end argument. Packet loss is now known to be a crude
signal, hence early interest in RTT for TCP Vegas [7]. More
recently, Timely [21] and BBR [10] adopted RTT as their
primary congestion signal. The idea is that variations in RTT
measured at the edge indicate variations in queuing delay,
hence measure the onset of congestion. But RTT includes
both the congestion signal (the queuing delay at the bottleneck) plus the variations in queuing delay at all the other
queues, regardless of whether they are congested. As we
discuss in section 2, the non-bottleneck queues add noise to
the congestion signal, reducing its efficacy, particularly as
the number of hops increases. It is relatively easy to see that
the noise leads to bigger queues and lost throughput.
It is natural to ask why the Internet does not explicitly
feed back precise information about the congestion to the
end-host. After all, in order to maintain a packet buffer, all
switches and routers must know the precise instantaneous
queue occupancy. Why don’t they simply tell us? It is a bit
hard to disentangle exactly why the early Internet protocols didn’t provide queue occupancy as feedback. In part,
few people were focusing on congestion until the infamous
collapses reported in 1988 [18]. In the same year, Clarke’s
retrospective on the Internet design [12] doesn’t mention
congestion, but does point to the benefits of not assuming
“internal knowledge of ... delays” which were “explicitly not
assumed from the network”. One explanation is that the desire to keep the network simple and streamlined, with little
attention to congestion, created a blind spot in the early standards. It was not a deliberate decision to prevent congestion
from being precisely communicated, or a belief that it was
impractical, or that we were better off without it. Rather, it
appears not to have been high enough on the priority list. It
is interesting to imagine how different the field of congestion
control would have evolved if precise, explicit feedback of
queue occupancy had been part of the protocols from the
outset.
In an attempt to gather more explicit information, Explicit
Congestion Notification (ECN) was standardized in 1999 [24].

Deployed congestion control algorithms rely on end hosts to
figure out how congested the network is. Initially, for TCP,
the congestion signal was packet drops; a binary signal that
kicks in only after the congestion is well underway. More
recently, the trend has been towards using RTT as a congestion signal instead (e.g. Timely and BBR). But RTT is a noisy
surrogate for congestion; it contains a valuable signal about
congestion at the bottleneck but also includes noise from
the queuing delay at the non-bottlenecked switches. Taking
a step back, it is worth asking: Why don’t the switches and
routers simply tell us the actual congestion they are experiencing? After all, they must keep track of the precise occupancy
of their own queues anyway; they can directly tell the endhosts. Conventional wisdom said this is too expensive (in
terms of additional bits in headers, or complexity and power
consumption ). We argue that even if this was once the case,
it no longer is. Today, it is quite feasible, with negligible increase in power or lost capacity, to report the precise queuing
delay at the switches, allowing the end hosts to make more
accurate decisions when minimizing required buffering. We
explore how this might work using modern programmable
switches and NICs that stamp each packet with the queue
occupancy (or the maximum queue occupancy along the
path), which can be thought of as a multi-bit ECN signal. We
provide evidence that the resulting signal is a more accurate
indication of congestion at the flow’s bottleneck and can
lead to higher link utilization and shorter flow completion
times than RTT-based algorithms. Consequently, it becomes
easier to control required buffer sizes. Our goal here is not to
argue for a particular multi-bit ECN algorithm, but to point
out that in the future, there is no longer a need to rely on
noisy RTT measurements at the edges.

1

INTRODUCTION

End-host congestion control algorithms rely on a congestion signal from the network, with three popular signals in
use today. TCP Reno uses packet loss, while more modern
schemes such as DCTCP [2] and Microsoft’s DCQCN [28]
use single-bit ECN marked on packets by the routers, and
Google’s TIMELY [21] uses changes in RTT as a congestion
signal. Clearly, even in modern data centers, whose owners
have complete control over the network topology and endhosts, there is not a consensus on the best congestion signal.
Our goal in this paper is to point out that (1) all three signals
1
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ECN was proposed so that Active Queue Management (AQM)
mechanisms (originally, Random Early Detection (RED) [15])
could mark packets eligible for dropping, not for congestion
control. However DCTCP [2] uses ECN to encode current
congestion via multiple successive ECN bits. In hindsight, it
is worth asking why ECN did not go further and place the
bottleneck queue occupancy in the packet header. After all,
a probabilistic decision to set an indicator bit in each packet
demands more of the router implementation than simply just
reporting the current queue occupancy. Then DCTCP could
react faster and more accurately if every packet carried the
precise bottleneck queue occupancy.
Today, with the advent of programmable switch ASICs
(i.e. [3, 8, 11]), network owners can choose to carry new
(standard or proprietary) information in packet headers. For
example, INT [19] is a popular way to carry switch metadata
to the end hosts. Alternatively, a network owner could reuse
an existing (or add a new proprietary) header field to carry
the queue occupancy. In the extreme, a packet traversing a
path with k hops might carry the full queue occupancy vector,
q = (q 1 , ..., q 2k ) including the reverse path. In section 3 we
discuss that carrying vector q would require just a few lines
of P4 code and would be the most accurate congestion signal.
It might even be more than enough for many (it is up to
a network owner to decide). A more bandwidth efficient
congestion signal would be to carry a single value function
of q along the path. In section 4 we consider three natural
Í2k
functions of q: (1) f (q) = i=1
qi (SUM) is the sum of the
queue occupancies along the path, and is essentially the
same signal as RTT (used by TCP Vegas, Timely and BBR) but
without the constant propagation delay. (2) f (q) = I{∃i qi >
thresh} (IND), is a single bit indicator equivalent to ECN. (3)
f (q) = maxi qi (MAX) reports the queue occupancy at the
bottleneck. MAX has the appealing property of capturing, in
a single value, the degree of congestion at the bottleneck,
without noise introduced by other non-bottlenecked links.
In section 4 we also compare the performance of Timely
(RTT-based) and DCTCP (ECN-based) with algorithms that
use our three occupancy-based congestion signals. Specifically, we simulate the Timely gradient-based approach, replacing RTT measurements with each of our congestion
signals. Our main result is that MAX leads to a clean signal
of congestion at the bottleneck, because there is no noise
introduced by other routers along the path. By definition, the
bottleneck is the link that serves the end-host at the smallest
rate. Therefore, we can expect MAX (or similar) to be a good
congestion signal to determine the end-host’s sending rate.
Indeed we found that in a network with 7 hops, MAX had 2×
higher throughput than Timely. In addition, we simulated
MAX with different numbers of bits to understand how many
header bits are sufficient for signaling congestion precisely.

Figure 1: A typical procedure of updating the queue
occupancy field on the packet header with the maximum queuing delay encountered along the path. Although the figure shows MAX formulation, any chosen
function can be used to update the corresponding field,
i.e. SUM.
Our simulations suggest that a single 4-bit value may suffice,
with 8 bits plenty.
Our primary goal here is not to argue for a particular function of q. Rather, to point out that it is now possible to carry
such a congestion signal, and that simple functions yield
promising results compared to single bit ECN, packet loss
or RTT. Motivated by the recent analysis in [29], section 5
discusses additional control algorithms that could exploit
the information obtained via collected queue occupancy information, so that the required buffering can be minimized.
We deliberately do not propose a specific congestion control
algorithm, because we believe the correct algorithm depends
on the context [26] and it is reasonable to expect that as networks become more programmable, different networks will
use different algorithms. However, we do hope to motivate
the use of non-surrogate, nanosecond-level accurate values
as an improved signal. We predict that future switches and
routers will routinely stamp queue occupancy as a fourth,
new congestion signal, replacing or enhancing RTT.1

2

HANDICAP OF SURROGATE SIGNALS

Loss, ECN, and RTT are widely used signals, and this popularity mainly stems from the fact that they are easily obtained
from the network. Given the number of well-defined standards (i.e. [7, 14, 16]), congestion control has evolved around
these signals for the last four decades. But all three signals
are by-products of the congestion and are not an exact measure of the congestion itself. Let’s consider the quality of
each signal in turn.
Loss, of course, is the most common congestion signal and
indicates that at least one buffer is full along the forward or
reverse path,2 which means the news of congestion arrives
1 Anecdotally

we have already witnessed this happening in a small number
of cloud data centers.
2 We ignore here non-congestion related loss, which is typically rare in a
modern wireline network
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late, after the congestion is well underway and typically too
late for latency sensitive high throughput applications.

of congestion in a packet-switched wireline network. An endhost armed with an up-to-date measure of queue occupancy
at every hop, has the best possible signal of congestion.
We measure the efficacy of a congestion control algorithm
by the buffer occupancy it causes. If the bottleneck link goes
empty, we are wasting capacity and hence needlessly prolonging long-lived flows. Then the end-host should increase
its sending rate. If buffers are too full, we are unnecessarily
delaying packets for short flows which requires end-hosts
to back-off. Therefore, it is reasonable to provide queue occupancy as an explicit congestion signal from the network.
Another way to think about our approach, as opposed
to RTT measurement, is to consider what happens when
a cross flow causes a non-bottleneck queue to temporarily
go non-empty, the sender has no need to adjust its window
size in order to keep the bottleneck link busy, because the
congestion conditions have not changed. As a consequence
end-hosts need to be able to ignore irrelevant delay information to make the best decision on sending rate.

RTT is the only continuous, high resolution signal that combines the constant propagation delay and the dynamic queuing delay of switches along the path. Timely [21] uses RTT
gradient to infer congestion in the network. The idea is that
a change in RTT indicates that the queue occupancy of at
least one switch is changing. If the change is at the bottleneck link, we would like the end-host to change its sending
rate. One could argue that the primary purpose of a congestion control algorithm is to adjust the sending rate of
the end-host to match the fair share rate determined by the
bottleneck link. But, of course, RTT does not necessarily tell
us about changes at the bottleneck; an increase in RTT does
not mean the bottleneck is more congested and therefore
does not mean the end-host should reduce its sending rate.
Additionally, RTT is the sum of all the delays encountered
along the path, so some queue occupancy values may decrease while others increase making RTT a noisy estimate
of congestion. If an end-host reacts to changes in the aggregate queue occupancy, it will react to irrelevant changes at
non-bottleneck links, even when its fair share rate at the
bottleneck has not changed. Section 4 shows some adverse
consequences of this phenomenon.

3.1

Obtaining the queue occupancy information from a switch
is now easier than ever before. Actually, it was never technically difficult or expensive; it just was not supported by
fixed function switch ASICs until recently. Nowadays, any
new switch ASIC is required to support INT [19], and hence
is already capable of placing queue occupancy information
into packet headers as they pass through.
We have heard erroneous claims that stamping packets
with queue occupancy consumes significant additional power.
A modern high-end switch chip consumes very little power
reading a queue occupancy, increasing the packet size to
hold it, then placing the value into the header. In one estimate, if every packet was stamped with its queue occupancy,
it would add less than 0.05% to the overall chip power [6].
This is in part because the majority of the chip power is
expended on fixed overhead (leakage current, serial I/O) and
per-packet (not per-bit) processing in a pipeline.
In fact, queue occupancy is a simple and free piece of
information because of the following reasons.

ECN [16] is a single bit marking on packets by switches
in the network. Unlike RTT, ECN value does not change
depending on the distance to the destination. If the queue
occupancy on a link is above a threshold, the packet’s ECN
field is set with a particular probability distribution. Consequently, congestion is completely ignored until the queue
occupancy reaches the threshold value which requires relatively larger buffer sizes. If the ECN bit is set, the current
bottleneck queue occupancy is guaranteed to be above the
threshold. However, the binary ECN value does not indicate
how bad the congestion is. Instead, modern schemes such as
[2, 22, 28] use ECN marks from consecutive packets to infer
the corresponding distribution and estimate the congestion
themselves. Some studies suggest that multiple bits of ECN
marking improve these algorithms [23, 25], motivating our
study.

3

Stamping Queue Occupancy
Information

NON-SURROGATE SIGNAL

Switches always know the current queue occupancy
value. To maintain one or more FIFO queues, the switch
must do internal book-keeping to keep track of their occupancy.

At the risk of stating the obvious, in a packet-switched wireline network there is a direct relationship between queue
occupancy and congestion: They are equivalent; by observing one we are observing the other. By controlling one we are
controlling the other. The exact measure of current congestion is determined precisely by the current queue occupancy
(or queuing delay, which is queue occupancy divided by link
rate) at links along the path. There is no other direct measure

Switches read the queue occupancy value anyway. As
soon as a packet arrives, a switch needs to read the current
occupancy value in order to decide whether to queue the
packet or drop it. Similarly, the queue occupancy value is
3
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updated at the time of departure. There is no need to read
the value again.
ECN is already a form of queue occupancy stamping.
ECN requires switches to read the current queue occupancy
value, compare it to a threshold, and (in case of RED AQM)
toss a coin to decide whether to mark the packet. Queue occupancy stamping would be a very similar procedure except
using a larger field in the packet header. Later, we show in
section 4.2 that half a byte of information is enough to represent the queue occupancy value. Even if we add a whole byte,
this adds only 0.4% overhead to a 256B average size packet.
Figure 1 illustrates the process of updating an occupancybased congestion signal in the packet header.
With new programmable switches [3, 5, 8, 11] and programming languages [4], network owners can redefine how
their switches process packets. A 700-line P4 program shows
how metadata can be stamped to support INT, showing it is
trivial to add queue occupancy stamping to deployed, programmable switches. Furthermore, we do not need to wait
for new standards to be defined: the network operator need
only pick a header location that works in their network and
is agreed upon by the end hosts. In a data center, this can be
proprietary and chosen to work with existing protocols and
boxes. RFC 8592 [9] offers some guidelines to stamp packets
with metadata.
Additionally, a network might choose to stamp packets
with queuing delay rather than occupancy, allowing links
with different line rates to be compared to each other (in
nanoseconds instead of bytes).
In summary, as programmable switches become more pervasive, we anticipate that stamping packets will become
universal, opening up many new tailored implementations
and interesting research directions for congestion control.

4

Figure 2: The primary flow (not shown) is from the
source to the destination. The cross-cutting flows are
shown in different colors matching the queue occupancy of the corresponding link in Figure 3.
Based on the chosen congestion signal, the end-host congestion control algorithm must choose the sending rate. To
compare apples with apples, we use Timely’s control algorithm for all our simulations. The Timely algorithm updates
the sending rate based on the gradient of the congestion
control signal (Algorithm 1 in [21]). The intuition is to slow
down the sending rate by an amount proportional to increased congestion. In vanilla Timely, if RTT is less than a
threshold Tlow , the rate is increased additively by δ . If, on
the other hand, RTT > Thigh , the rate is decreased multiplicatively by β. If RTT is in between Tlow and Thigh , the rate is
updated using the gradient, i.e. change in consecutive input signals. We evaluate SUM (an equivalent signal to RTT),
SUM_SQU to emphasize congestion from bottleneck queues
over non-bottleneck queues, and the MAX function, which
eliminates the noisy signal from non-bottleneck queues.
We are aware that a gradient based algorithm may not
be optimal for our congestion signals. Our goal here is to
show the effect of noise in RTT over the exact congestion
information. Section 5 provides more detailed discussion on
alternative control algorithms.

4.1

EVALUATIONS

Ablation Topology

We start with a scenario deliberately designed to highlight
the problem caused by noise in RTT or the SUM signal. The
topology is shown in Figure 2; all links are 10Gb/s. All flows
in the topology have the same minimum RTT (their delay
without queuing) to ensure that the flows change their rate
equally in response to the same amount of change in delay.
The primary multi-hop connection from the source to the
destination shares queues along the way with several crosscutting flows. The cross-cutting flows are shown by colored
arrows in the figure. The flows are kept active throughout
the simulation in order to generate queuing on the links. The
last two links of the path are congested the most because
more flows share these two queues.
The purpose of the cross-cutting flows is to create queuing delay, and hence fluctuating RTT, in the non-bottleneck
queues. They are kept to a low enough rate so that only

We use the NS-2 [17] simulator to compare four different
congestion signals based on stamping packets with queue
occupancy vector q:
Í2k
• SUM: f (q) = i=1
qi , the total queuing delay which is
equivalent to RTTqused in Timely and BBR.
Í2k 2
• SUM_SQU: f (q) =
i=1 q i , a function of the queuing
delay in which longer queues have an outsized impact
without ignoring smaller queues.
• MAX: f (q) = maxi qi , which only pays attention to
the maximum queue size, i.e. the occupancy of the
bottleneck queue.
• IND: f (q) = I{∃i qi > thresh}, the ECN signal formulation. We only consider this function in our simulations
when we consider MAX with a single bit value.
4
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Figure 3: Buffer occupancy. The purple and red curves
show the occupancy of the last two queues in the
topology. The other curves, which oscillate wildly, are
the non-bottleneck links. The oscillations are due to
the bursty reactions of high rate cross-flows.

Figure 4: Primary flow RTT distribution and throughput trends for SUM, MAX, and SUM_SQU formulations with
oscillating non-bottleneck queues along the path (Figure 2).
attention to non-bottleneck queues and hence is less affected
by the noisy signal than SUM; still, the noise causes it to
operate below maximum throughput. MAX can sustain much
higher throughput because it completely ignores the noise
caused by the cross-cutting flows. It converges to the fairshare rate even in the presence of significant noise.

the final queue, with seven flows, is the bottleneck for the
primary flow. Hence, with RTT or SUM as the congestion
signal, the signal carries a noise component that grows with
increasing hop count.
The time series of the queue occupancy of each buffer in
the network is shown in Figure 3. During the simulation, all
flows fill up the buffers until the congestion signal reaches
Tlow . At this point, the cross-cutting flows see a large positive
RTT gradient and decrease their rates, causing the queue
occupancy in the corresponding links to decrease. Hence
these queue occupancies oscillate wildly. On the other hand,
the last two links carry more cross-flows (three and six cross
flows) and each flow does not affect the total queue occupancy as much as the single cross-flow case, hence the queue
occupancy is more stable.
The distribution of round-trip time and throughput for
our benchmark flows are given in Figure 4. Notice that in the
presence of oscillating non-bottleneck queuing delay, if we
use SUM or RTT as our congestion signal the flows receive allocations well below their fair-share rate (the fair-share rate
of seven flows sharing a 10Gb/s link is 1.4Gb/s per flow). The
fair-share rate of the main flow should be dictated by its bottleneck. However, because SUM flows cannot distinguish the
oscillation in the non-bottleneck queues (single cross-flow
links) from congestion, Figure 4 shows that they unnecessarily reduce their sending rate. SUM may have slightly lower tail
round-trip time (not surprising, given this is its congestion
signal), but it trades fairness and a big drop in throughput
for the improved latency.
MAX and SUM_SQU lead to slightly larger RTT values than
SUM, and a big increase in throughput. SUM_SQU pays less

4.2

Overhead in Header Bits

An important aspect of our congestion signal is its precision
in terms of the number of bits used to represent the value.
The switches must maintain a precise count of the number
of packets and their sizes in the queue, likely using 16–32
bits. To minimize the communication overhead, in terms of
link capacity needed to carry the extra field, we would like
to determine how big the new field needs to be.
To compare the performance of different quantization
levels for queue occupancy stamping, we ran simulations on
a 3-level Clos topology with 192 hosts, 8 TOR switches, 4 leaf
switches, and a single spine switch. Link capacities increases
from 1Gb/s to 10Gb/s and 40 Gb/s towards the spine switch
and every link has 5µs delay. All data packets are 1500 bytes
long. Hosts randomly connect to each other and use the MAX
congestion signal. We have tested quantizations with 1, 2, 4,
8, 16, and 32 (default) bits respectively. The quantized value
represents which equal sized bin the queue occupancy lies
in between zero and the full buffer size of 200 packets. We
could alternatively use a non-linear quantization, to give
preference to a longer bottleneck queue, but found it did not
noticeably improve our results.
Figure 5 shows how the mean and 95th percentile roundtrip time values improve as we increase the number of signal
5
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Figure 5: Variation of round-trip time for different
number of bits used for the congestion signal.

Figure 6: Variation of throughput for different number of bits used for the congestion signal.

bits. Beyond four bits there is a diminishing return which
means 16 different quantization levels are likely quite sufficient to minimize congestion for MAX-gradient based algorithm in this scenario. Figure 6 confirms that throughput is
stable with four or more bits. A more thorough exploration
of different topologies and different queue sizes would help
us determine the right number of bits in a particular network. Typically, larger buffers would require more bits for
quantization in order to keep the same level of precision.
With programmable switches, of course, we do not need all
networks to use the same quantization.

queues, whereas the SUM_SQU signal reduces the effect of the
erroneous information and MAX ignores it altogether.

5

What would make a better control algorithm? The goal
of this paper is not to propose an ideal congestion control
algorithm; our goal is to point out the feasibility and effectiveness of using queue occupancy as the congestion signal.
We doubt that Timely’s gradient-based algorithm with the
MAX signal is the best approach. We believe that considerable amount of work remains to design the ideal congestion
control algorithm using this new signal.
Our results question the effectiveness of using RTT as the
primary congestion signal. We acknowledge that Timely’s
focus on delay and DCQCN’s focus on ECN are for practical
considerations. RTT and ECN are already well measured,
widely-used, and standardized signals leading to easier deployments of new algorithms. However, queue occupancy
information is now becoming a freely available signal too.
While queue occupancy stamping is quite promising, it
does not prevent the use of other signals too. A congestion
control algorithm might also measure RTT in addition to
queue occupancy stamps, similar to combining RTT and
ECN as in [27]. While maximum queue occupancy helps
the end-host to converge to max-min fair rate allocation on
bottleneck, RTT value could be used to determine proportionally fair resource allocation. A flow with high RTT but
low bottleneck queue occupancy could still be throttled to
prevent over-utilization of other network resources.
We propose making queue occupancy stamping universal
and standardized, so that (over time) it becomes a globally
available signal provided by every router and switch in a
network. This, would allow us to design, say, a PI controller
(e.g. as used in [29]) based on a pre-determined target queue
occupancy where all competing flows try to minimize the
exact same variable. In return, we may even be able to come
up with theoretical bounds on the required buffer sizes, regardless of the path lengths and number of coexisting flows,

DISCUSSION

How beneficial is focusing on the bottleneck queue?
We found that SUM formulation is too conservative because
of noise in the signal. SUM values contain both the signal
from the bottleneck (good) and signals from all the nonbottleneck queues (bad). By trying different functions of
queue occupancy vector, we tested whether the problem
can be mitigated by paying less attention to non-bottleneck
signals. Indeed it does: if we give more weight to the larger
queue values (e.g. with SUM_SQU and MAX), the client achieves
higher throughput. This not only justifies why MAX is a good
signal; it also explains why the algorithms in [13] and [1]
benefit greatly by directly using maximum queue occupancy
information. Similarly, HPCC [20] proposes to exploit INT information for calculating the utilization ratio of the links and
chooses the highest utilization, i.e. bottleneck, for deciding
on the sending window size.
Focusing on the bottleneck makes intuitive sense. If nonbottleneck queues get longer, it is not because the source
is sending too fast; it’s because of a cross-flow sharing the
queue. Then, the source should not decrease the sending
rate and let the cross-flow handle the congestion at that
queue (since it will be the bottleneck for the cross-flow). SUM
clients react to the (irrelevant) signal from the non-bottleneck
6
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allowing us to optimize our resources even for large scale
heterogeneous infrastructures. This would not be possible
with RTT, because the values vary notably depending on the
distance between the end hosts.
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CONCLUSION

It is natural to be skeptical about new, proposed fundamental
changes to how the Internet operates, particularly when it
has operated successfully for decades without these changes.
But at the risk of being considered unfair and outrageous, this
paper argues that by not stamping packets with queue occupancy, Internet switches and routers deprive end-hosts of
the most precise measure of congestion possible, even though
the switches and routers already know it. We believe that, with
hindsight, its omission was an oversight. Had it been there all
along, we would not have needed to rely on noisy, imprecise
signals such as loss, RTT or ECN, and today’s congestion
control algorithms would be quite different. Now that queue
occupancy is readily available, and switches are becoming
programmable, it is natural to expect that queue occupancy
information will become widely used by new congestion
control algorithms; to start with, in proprietary data centers,
but eventually in other parts of the networks as well. We
encourage the community to explore new congestion control
algorithms that exploit this new signal.
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